
anger, officials and activists acknowledge it is only a
stopgap solution. The only effective method, according
to Vinod Krishnan, an activist with NGO Nature
Conservation Foundation (NCF) working with local
communities, is better information-sharing. “Everything
else has already been tried unsuccessfully. This includes
deep trenches, normal or solar-powered fences and
even fire crackers,” Krishnan told AFP. “As you can see,
no physical barrier can stop them,” he added, pointing
to the little of what remains of a section of fence at a
coffee estate.

His group has developed a simple yet effective sys-
tem around local villages allowing sightings of ele-

phants to be immediately verified and passed on. “We
set up display boards around key elephant routes and
set up SMS services for early warnings about an ele-
phant’s presence, which has significantly reduced such
chance encounters,” he added. This is helped by the
exponential jump in the use of mobile phones in India
over the past decade, including in remote areas. But
Girish, half a year after losing his brother and fearing
for his own life, still regularly sees herds of elephants
around the coffee estates where he works. “Nothing
has changed,” he shrugs. “Locals can only keep chas-
ing them away till they return as, they, like us, have
nowhere else to go.” — AFP 
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This photo taken on May 11, 2018 shows Indian mahouts sitting on tamed elephants with a wild bull elephant in the
middle at the Dubare Elephant Camp in Kodagu District, about 250 km west of Bangalore.  — AFP 
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And Erdogan appeared to indicate that he did not
want the crisis to escalate further to full-scale econom-
ic sanctions. “We don’t want to be a party to lose-lose
games. Moving political and judicial disputes into an
economic dimension will be harmful for both sides,”
Erdogan said. US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo,
who discussed the issue with Turkish counterpart
Mevlut Cavusoglu on Friday, said he was “hopeful” of
progress in the “days and weeks to come”. Erdogan
said diplomatic channels were working “very intensely”
and added he thought “a significant part of the issues of
discord can soon be left behind”.

Brunson was moved to house arrest last week fol-
lowing nearly two years in jail on terror-related charges
but the change only increased tensions. President
Donald Trump and his Vice President Mike Pence, who

shares Brunson’s evangelical Christian faith, have made
his release and return back to his family in the United
States a priority. The US Treasury implemented the
sanctions against the Turkish ministers under the 2016
Global Magnitsky Act named after Russian lawyer
Sergei Magnitsky, who died in a Moscow jail, and
which allows the US to sanction foreign officials impli-
cated in rights abuses.

The dispute is just one of a long list of problems in
relations between Ankara and Washington, including
Turkey’s cosy ties with Russia and the failure of the US
to extradite the alleged mastermind of the 2016 failed
coup Fethullah Gulen. Two Turkish employees of US
consulates in Turkey are also currently in jail on terror
charges and another is under house arrest. “Given the
high economic stakes for Turkey, some kind of agree-
ment is more likely than not,” said Skinner. “Erdogan
has an unrivalled track-record of playing with fire, but
he too knows when he has tracked too far across the
coals.” Sloat argued “quiet diplomatic negotiations”
were the best solution since “Trump will not back down
until Brunson is home, while Erdogan does not want to
look like he capitulated to the Americans”. — AFP 

Erdogan sanctions 
US officials in...
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Lebanon in recent weeks amid concern over rising
suicides. The first seven months of this year alone have
seen 89 suicides in Lebanon, compared with 143 for all of
2017, according to Lebanon’s security forces. This year’s
rate amounts to roughly one suicide every two and a half
days, but social norms in Lebanon may mean suicides are
underreported. “You have families who said, because of
stigma, that he fell,” said Nour Kik, of the health ministry’s
mental health program. To fight rising numbers, a group
of mental health professionals and volunteers launched
Lebanon’s first suicide prevention hotline in late 2017.

The Embrace Lifeline has received around 600 calls
since November, said Omar Ghosn, a psychiatrist and
board member of the Embrace association behind it. In
a small, bright office in downtown Beirut, around 45
volunteers work in shifts to receive phone calls from
people in distress, but also worried relatives or friends.
“Callers are women and men of all ages,” but teenagers
especially rely on the service, said Sally, who like other
hotline volunteers did not give her second name. “I’ve
had a lot of calls from elderly men,” said the 22-year-
old psychology student. Without work or a pension,
“most call upset because they’re struggling to provide
themselves with food, drink - or even a home”.

But vulnerable groups in Lebanon also include
around one million Syrian refugees who fled the seven-

year war in their neighboring homeland. A 2014 World
Health Organization report found that 41 percent of
Syrian youth in Lebanon have sometimes or often con-
templated suicide. Fadi, a 37-year-old Syrian volunteer
at the hotline, said he often feels callers have never had
anyone empathize with them. He talks them through
their problems, trying to highlight their achievements,
he said. Though “sometimes, they just need someone to
listen to them cry”.

Fadi is determined to speak out, especially after wit-
nessing a crowd egg on a suicidal Syrian man threaten-
ing to throw himself off a Beirut cliff in April. “They
were eating sunflower seeds and watching the scene as
if they were watching a movie at the cinema,” he said.
Fadi gained the man’s trust by throwing him his coat,
and managed to coax him off the edge. He is also trying
to raise awareness individually. His gym coach, who ini-
tially did not want to talk about the taboo topic, is now
helping spread the word. “Now he’s the one telling
everybody: By the way, there’s a suicide hotline in
Lebanon. The number is 1564,” said Fadi.

Authorities say they are working on preventing sui-
cides, including through better access to mental health-
care. “Ninety percent of persons who attempt suicide
have a mental disorder that can be treated,” said Kik, of
the health ministry’s mental health program launched in
2014. “We are working on making services more avail-
able, accessible and affordable,” she said. But
Safieddine’s coping mechanism is still running. She has
completed a half-marathon and is working on improv-
ing her time. “I run for freedom, I run for life, I run for
myself, I run for my pain, and I run for those like me,”
she said. — AFP 

In Lebanon, 
volunteers...
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stand up when he could have,” a Western diplomat
said. “He could have used his office to push hard on
issues such as Telegram, but didn’t. He limply spoke in
favor of the hijab protests... he limply supported envi-
ronmental activists when they were arrested. But none
of it has looked like Khatami, who was willing to stand
up and go crashing down in flames.” 

Meanwhile, Rouhani was already unpopular with
conservatives who accused him of ignoring the poor
and selling out to the West. In the holy city of Mashhad
on Friday, clerics accused the president of surrounding
himself with those who “don’t care about people’s
problems”, who have “two passports and send their

families abroad”. But despite all the opposition, analysts
say Rouhani is unlikely to be impeached given the lack
of an obvious replacement. 

Many in the conservative establishment have rallied
to his side, fearing broader unrest. Even the ultra-con-
servative Kayhan newspaper, a relentless Rouhani critic,
said this month: “We must put to one side our differ-
ences because, at present the national interest and the
survival of the nation are at stake.” Everyone knows
Rouhani has “a massive popularity problem”, said
Adnan Tabatabai, Iran analyst for the CARPO think tank
in Germany.  To survive his last three years in office, he
is he is already working on his appeal towards more
conservative forces. “He will likely adjust his foreign pol-
icy. He can no longer afford to maintain his conciliatory
approach to the US... though he must also keep an eye
on Europe to salvage what’s left of the JCPOA (nuclear
deal),” said Tabatabai. “I don’t think the supreme leader
(Ayatollah Ali Khamenei) wants him to fail... but he
needs to introduce a hell of a lot of economic measures
to bring back people’s support.” — AFP 

Is Rouhani a lame
duck president?...

Palestinian protesters gather as teargas canisters are launched by Israeli forces during a demonstration along the border between Israel and the Gaza strip on Friday. — AFP 

HEGGOVE, India: On the day Yogesh became anoth-
er of the dozens of Indians trampled to death each
year, the coffee plantation worker knew from the fire
crackers set off nearby that danger was at hand.
“Everything happened so fast. The elephant suddenly
emerged from behind the bushes, trampled him and
disappeared,” his younger brother Girish - thin, beard-
ed and wearing a Nike baseball cap - told AFP. The
48-year-old from the southern state of Karnataka,
home to India’s largest elephant population with more
than 6,000 jumbos, 20 percent of the country’s total,
left behind a wife and two children.

As India’s 1.3-billion population grows, people are
encroaching into habitats where until now the elephant,
not man, has been king, with painful effects for both
parties. The Indian government told parliament last
year that 1,100 people had been killed in the previous
three years. The elephants too are paying a heavy price
with around 700 fatalities in the last eight years across
the country. Most were killed by electric fences, poi-
soned or shot by locals angry at family members being
killed or crops being destroyed, and accidents on rail-
way cutting through ancient migratory routes.

And Karnataka, which is also part of the wider
southern region crisscrossed by over 10,000 of the
mighty tusked beasts weighing up to five tonnes, is on
the frontline. “At present we have an annual death rate
of around 30 to 40 people in the state,” C Jayaram,

Karnataka’s chief wildlife warden, told AFP.

Pachyderm prison 
The Indian government, like many other stakeholders

in the complex and tragic situation, appears undecided
about what best to do. “It is very difficult to escape our
population or development pressure,” a senior govern-
ment official told AFP on anonymity. “Unless it’s
addressed, all of us just have to learn to live with the
reality of such encounters.” In Karnataka, forest
rangers, mounted on elephants themselves, capture
problem pachyderms, of which there are more and
more, and take them to the Dubare Elephant Camp. J C
Bhaskar, an employee at the camp, describes it “like a
jail” but it is more of a rehabilitation and training center.

“We get the place ready before they are captured,
we spread hay and leaves beforehand,” he told AFP.
“After the resting period, we start taming and training
the elephant.” One of the inmates is none other than
Surya, who killed Yogesh and another man, the lumber-
ing animal wearing chains loosely around one ankle to
discourage him from running. The 28 jumbos at the
camp also draw tourists, with thousands visiting the
lush, riverside camp each year, stroking the animals and
enjoying being squirted with water.

Broken fences 
However, while such relocations may assuage local

Frontline of India’s human-elephant war


